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	Overdose Deaths Swell Among SF’s Mayan Residents, Highlighting Urgent Need for Culturally Competent Drug Health Services

	
		
            Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, San Francisco’s Mayans have been dying of drug overdoses at elevated rates. More robust health services are needed, experts say, and providers should be culturally competent and able to communicate effectively with the these residents, who may not be fluent in English or Spanish.
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	Booted From the Army, He Spiraled. Now He Works to Solve the Veteran Homelessness Crisis.		
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            		“Civic” Podcast
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	Reporter’s Notebook: To Prepare for the Next Pandemic, Let’s Not Forget the Last One		



		It seems that we’ve pushed the COVID-19 pandemic into the collective “memory hole” — a place where those thoughts, feelings and traumas can be dropped, comfortably out of sight. But remembering is vital to processing grief and readying countermeasures for a future outbreak.
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	As Attacks on Asian Americans Regain Spotlight, SF Group Seeks to Soothe Community		



		As part of the Coalition for Community Safety and Justice, outreach workers frequently visit commercial corridors to help businesses respond to possible anti-Asian crimes and make residents feel more secure. The San Francisco Public Press tagged along for one visit.
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	California Program Trains Undocumented Residents to Become Therapists and Serve Those in the Shadows		



		The future is uncertain for California Proposition 1, which looks like it might pass by a razor-thin margin and would expand the state’s mental health and substance abuse treatment infrastructure. As votes are still being tallied, we bring you this story from news outlet MindSite News about a San Francisco organization that is filling a glaring void in the health care system.
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	Reporter’s Notebook: The Epidemic She Didn’t Expect to See		



		Mel Baker shares an excerpt of an interview with Dr. Monica Gandhi in which they discuss the early days of the COVID-19 pandemic. Gandhi is a professor of medicine and associate division chief of HIV, infectious diseases, and global medicine at UCSF and Zuckerberg San Francisco General Hospital and author of “Endemic: A Post Pandemic Playbook.” 
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	Proveedores de Servicios Exigen Acceso a Reclusos Latinos		



		La falta de programación en español es un problema crecientemente grave ya que el encarcelamiento de latinos ha aumentado desde el lanzamiento el junio pasado de una ofensiva policial contra las drogas en los vecindarios de Tenderloin y sur de Market. • Read in English: https://www.sfpublicpress.org/service-providers-demand-access-to-latinx-jail-inmates
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	San Francisco Proposition Results for March 5 Election		



		The San Francisco Department of Elections is reporting these results for the seven local propositions on the March 5 ballot. With 193,000 votes counted, here’s what we know so far.
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	Despite Controversy, Candidates’ Chinese Names Unlikely to Sway S.F. Voters		



		For months leading up to Tuesday’s primary election in San Francisco, debate has swirled around new rules allowing many, but not all, candidates to use authentic-looking Chinese names on the ballot. In the past, candidates have chosen names to communicate concepts, including political values and ethnic identity, to appeal to Chinese voters.

But how much will the names actually affect voters’ decisions?

Probably not much, some experts say.

“Just having a Chinese name on the ballot, that’s not going to do it for you,” said Jim Ross, a San Francisco-based political strategist and consultant who leads focus groups studying local Chinese voters. “You’re not going to win or lose because of that.”
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	Election Money Pours in for San Francisco Judges’ Seats That Used to Go Uncontested		



		In California, the governor appoints superior court judges to fill seats across 58 counties. Terms are typically six years, and judges keep their positions unless they’re recalled, which happens rarely, or someone decides to run against them in a local election. Usually, judges don’t face challengers.

But a pair of San Francisco judges are running to stay on the bench in the upcoming March 5 election. The last time sitting judges faced such challenges here was in the June 2018 primary election, and the challengers lost.

Voters might be wondering why they’re being asked to make this decision.
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	What You Might Find on Your San Francisco Ballot: Party County Central Committees		



		If you vote in California and you’re registered with the Peace and Freedom, Green, Republican or Democratic parties, you’ll get to make some extra choices in the March 5 election that only come around once every four years — the representatives who run your party at the local level. 

In San Francisco, voters registered with those four parties received ballots that included candidates for their party’s presidential primary and also candidates for their respective county central committee, which the Green Party refers to as its county council. These are the people who officially run those parties in San Francisco. They decide which measures and candidates the party will endorse, and they support the formation of local political clubs. They also coordinate in various ways with their parties at the state and national levels. 

For this “Civic” episode, we talked with representatives from the four parties that run county committees in San Francisco, and with Theo Ellington, vice president of Northern California for Strategies 360, a political strategy firm, to give a more general overview of the system. 
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	[image: ]KSFP, our low-power community radio station, broadcasts on 102.5 FM from San Francisco’s Sutro Tower 12 hours a day, featuring Public Press reporting and public radio programs. Hear our original interview show “Civic,” community programming and eclectic public radio shows. Also streaming online 24/7.
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	[image: ]“Civic” is a daily interview show that engages listeners with civic life by approaching San Francisco’s inner workings from the standpoint of curious stakeholders — whether they are residents, workers, visitors or otherwise connected to the city. It asks smart questions and takes an investigative approach to the stories people might wish were in the news more often. “Civic” aims to  inspire and empower listeners to become involved in making sure their city works for them.


Learn more about “Civic”
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	Overdose Deaths Swell Among SF’s Mayan Residents, Highlighting Urgent Need for Culturally Competent Drug Health Services		



		Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, San Francisco’s Mayans have been dying of drug overdoses at elevated rates. More robust health services are needed, experts say, and providers should be culturally competent and able to communicate effectively with the these residents, who may not be fluent in English or Spanish.
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	Reporter’s Notebook: To Prepare for the Next Pandemic, Let’s Not Forget the Last One		



		It seems that we’ve pushed the COVID-19 pandemic into the collective “memory hole” — a place where those thoughts, feelings and traumas can be dropped, comfortably out of sight. But remembering is vital to processing grief and readying countermeasures for a future outbreak.
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	As Attacks on Asian Americans Regain Spotlight, SF Group Seeks to Soothe Community		



		As part of the Coalition for Community Safety and Justice, outreach workers frequently visit commercial corridors to help businesses respond to possible anti-Asian crimes and make residents feel more secure. The San Francisco Public Press tagged along for one visit.
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Explore projectLEFT OUT: In San Francisco, Hundreds of Homes for the Homeless Sit Vacant.
In spite of a growing Department of Homelessness with an annual budget of $598 million, eligible people still wait months or even years after being approved for assisted housing. Meanwhile, hundreds of units remain unused. By Nuala Bishari.
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San Francisco Rations Housing by Scoring Homeless People’s Trauma. By Design, Most Fail to Qualify.
The city's system to assess homeless people for housing fails to identify many of the vulnerabilities it was meant to catch, critics say. By Nuala Bishari.
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Issue 30: Winter 2020
Ride-Hailing’s Dark Data: Secrecy cloaks rising accident reports.
Issue 30: Winter 2020
Ride-Hailing’s Dark Data: Secrecy cloaks rising accident reports.
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Issue 29: Fall 2019
KSFP LP 102.5 FM Launches. Big Ticket Housing Plan faces S.F. Voters
Issue 29: Fall 2019
KSFP LP 102.5 FM Launches. Big Ticket Housing Plan faces S.F. Voters
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Issue 28: Summer 2019
Power Switch: City builds case for pushing out embattled PG&E
Issue 28: Summer 2019
Power Switch: City builds case for pushing out embattled PG&E
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Issue 27: Spring 2019
Taking on Big Tech
Issue 27: Spring 2019
Taking on Big Tech
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Issue 26: Winter 2019
Digital Privacy: Who Surveils Those Who Surveil Us?
Issue 26: Winter 2019
Digital Privacy: Who Surveils Those Who Surveil Us?
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Issue 25: Spring 2018
Remaking Rent Control
Issue 25: Spring 2018
Remaking Rent Control
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Issue 24: Spring 2018
Immigration: Fighting to Stay. Legally in U.S. for years, thousands face deportation.
Issue 24: Spring 2018
Immigration: Fighting to Stay. Legally in U.S. for years, thousands face deportation.
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Issue 23: Fall 2017
No Vacancy for the Homeless
Issue 23: Fall 2017
No Vacancy for the Homeless
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Issue 22: Summer 2017
Navigating Homelessness: Which Way Home?
Issue 22: Summer 2017
Navigating Homelessness: Which Way Home?
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Issue 21: Spring 2017
Sea Level Rise, Part 2: Wide West On the Waterfront
Issue 21: Spring 2017
Sea Level Rise, Part 2: Wide West On the Waterfront
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Issue 20: Winter 2017
Bilingual Schools
Issue 20: Winter 2017
Bilingual Schools
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Issue 18: Winter 2016
Consumer prices, housing: The high cost of living here.
Issue 18: Winter 2016
Consumer prices, housing: The high cost of living here.
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Issue 17: Summer 2015
The Bay Area’s waterfront building frenzy includes at least $21B in housing and commercial construction in low-lying areas that climate scientists say could flood by the end of the century.
Issue 17: Summer 2015
The Bay Area’s waterfront building frenzy includes at least $21B in housing and commercial construction in low-lying areas that climate scientists say could flood by the end of the century.
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Issue 16: Winter 2015
Despite their aspirations and efforts, San Francisco schools are increasingly segregated. Last school year, a single racial group formed a majority at six out of 10 schools. Our investigation tries to find out why.
Issue 16: Winter 2015
Despite their aspirations and efforts, San Francisco schools are increasingly segregated. Last school year, a single racial group formed a majority at six out of 10 schools. Our investigation tries to find out why.
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Issue 15: Fall 2014
Attempts to alleviate homelessness with subsidized supportive housing are not keeping pace with growing demand. Reforms could give those waiting for a room an idea of when they might get off the streets or out of a shelter.
Issue 15: Fall 2014
Attempts to alleviate homelessness with subsidized supportive housing are not keeping pace with growing demand. Reforms could give those waiting for a room an idea of when they might get off the streets or out of a shelter.
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Issue 14: Summer 2014
This experiment with solutions journalism paired reporting with the Hack the Housing Crisis conference to explore innovative ideas for keeping rents down and adding more housing while preserving San Francisco’s diverse communities and cultures. those waiting for a room an idea of when they might get off the streets or out of a shelter.
Issue 14: Summer 2014
This experiment with solutions journalism paired reporting with the Hack the Housing Crisis conference to explore innovative ideas for keeping rents down and adding more housing while preserving San Francisco’s diverse communities and cultures. those waiting for a room an idea of when they might get off the streets or out of a shelter.
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Issue 13: Summer 2014
Reporters examined tax records from PTAs and data from the city’s public schools. While fundraising helped a small number of elementary schools avoid the worst effects of recent budget cuts, belts continued to tighten at schools with more economically disadvantaged students.
Issue 13: Summer 2014
Reporters examined tax records from PTAs and data from the city’s public schools. While fundraising helped a small number of elementary schools avoid the worst effects of recent budget cuts, belts continued to tighten at schools with more economically disadvantaged students.
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Issue 12: Fall 2013
San Francisco spends more than ever on job training, placement subsidies and a slew of supportive services. Is this effectively boosting employment? For many programs it is hard to say, because the system is so fragmented.
Issue 12: Fall 2013
San Francisco spends more than ever on job training, placement subsidies and a slew of supportive services. Is this effectively boosting employment? For many programs it is hard to say, because the system is so fragmented.
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Issue 11: Summer 2013
Climate Change: Regional efforts are taking aim at limiting greenhouse gas emissions. California’s cap-and-trade market promises major reductions. But loopholes abound.
Issue 11: Summer 2013
Climate Change: Regional efforts are taking aim at limiting greenhouse gas emissions. California’s cap-and-trade market promises major reductions. But loopholes abound.
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Issue 10: Spring 2013
Under San Francisco’s 10-year-old minimum wage law the city recovered back wages for only a fraction of workers cheated by their bosses while technically the city boasted the highest minimum wage is the nation.
Issue 10: Spring 2013
Under San Francisco’s 10-year-old minimum wage law the city recovered back wages for only a fraction of workers cheated by their bosses while technically the city boasted the highest minimum wage is the nation.
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Issue 9: Winter 2013
Thousands of homes in San Francisco are more vulnerable to earthquakes because of delays in mandatory retrofitting. Before this report was published, many landlords and tenants did not know their homes were among those needing upgrades.
Issue 9: Winter 2013
Thousands of homes in San Francisco are more vulnerable to earthquakes because of delays in mandatory retrofitting. Before this report was published, many landlords and tenants did not know their homes were among those needing upgrades.
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Issue 8: Fall 2012
An investigation into San Francisco’s uneven response to domestic violence exposed holes in the tracking of criminal cases and a declining rate of prosecution for abuse within the home.
Issue 8: Fall 2012
An investigation into San Francisco’s uneven response to domestic violence exposed holes in the tracking of criminal cases and a declining rate of prosecution for abuse within the home.
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Issue 7: Summer 2012
Regional planners hope to make more of the Bay Area like San Francisco — walkable, BARTable and energy efficient. But “smart growth” is facing resistance from cities, and financial pressure from the cash-strapped state.
Issue 7: Summer 2012
Regional planners hope to make more of the Bay Area like San Francisco — walkable, BARTable and energy efficient. But “smart growth” is facing resistance from cities, and financial pressure from the cash-strapped state.
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Issue 6: Spring 2012
State budget cuts and unsteady leadership have hindered local law enforcement agencies and nonprofits trying to stop human trafficking. But signs of better coordination are emerging.
Issue 6: Spring 2012
State budget cuts and unsteady leadership have hindered local law enforcement agencies and nonprofits trying to stop human trafficking. But signs of better coordination are emerging.
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Issue 5: Winter 2011
Under the Healthy San Francisco program — the city’s attempt at local universal health care — quality of the care is great. But with uncertain funding and high hidden costs maintaining the program is a challenge.
Issue 5: Winter 2011
Under the Healthy San Francisco program — the city’s attempt at local universal health care — quality of the care is great. But with uncertain funding and high hidden costs maintaining the program is a challenge.
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Issue 4: Fall 2011
San Francisco’s budgeting process is broken. In a time of fiscal austerity, many city departments ignore audits that could save millions of dollars. Includes a take on the “participatory budgeting” trend.
Issue 4: Fall 2011
San Francisco’s budgeting process is broken. In a time of fiscal austerity, many city departments ignore audits that could save millions of dollars. Includes a take on the “participatory budgeting” trend.
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Issue 3: Spring 2011
Half of Bay Area newspaper jobs evaporated in the past decade. What caused the media meltdown? Can tech media startups make up for what’s been lost?
Issue 3: Spring 2011
Half of Bay Area newspaper jobs evaporated in the past decade. What caused the media meltdown? Can tech media startups make up for what’s been lost?
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Issue 2: Fall 2010
A report on Muni’s elusive quest for on-time service. The issue also includes stories on obstacles to reviving the city’s Mid-Market neighborhood, and a choose-your-own-adventure graphic on the future of Pier 70 redevelopment.
Issue 2: Fall 2010
A report on Muni’s elusive quest for on-time service. The issue also includes stories on obstacles to reviving the city’s Mid-Market neighborhood, and a choose-your-own-adventure graphic on the future of Pier 70 redevelopment.
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Issue 1: Summer 2010
Report on the environmental and logistical challenges of adding thousands of new housing units to transform Treasure Island into an eco-enclave. Featuring an investigation into Macy’s selling doctored gems without proper labeling.
Issue 1: Summer 2010
Report on the environmental and logistical challenges of adding thousands of new housing units to transform Treasure Island into an eco-enclave. Featuring an investigation into Macy’s selling doctored gems without proper labeling.
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		The San Francisco Public Press publishes investigative reporting online and in print, and produces audio journalism through podcasts and on KSFP, 102.5 FM. As a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization, we have received funding from national and local foundations and thousands of individuals. Donations are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.
Support San Francisco Public Press
			We depend on your support. A generous gift in any amount helps us continue to bring you this service.
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Get our local investigative journalism delivered right to your inbox weekly.
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